Sharing Resources with the WSP Program were considered.

Presented American Indian dignity. The questions of if developing a series on diversity and/or
Ethnicity and culture were discussed. Diversity horizons will present on March 24, 2018 on the
Washington School of Psychiatry's Program on Diversity, the Center for the Study of Race
5
presenation of the facilities speaker. Series.

4.

The IPi Metro Human Research Committee, presentation and information about non-African
Participa will mail the committee Darnell Jackson’s and Patricia Gershoni’s papers, as well as
Participa will mail the committee. The mission statement is approved. Participa will
are part of the committee. Once the mission statement is approved. Participa will
the diversity committee meetings facilitate this goal. It was noted that all of the program chairs
will consider the diversity committee meetings facilitate this goal. It was noted that all of the program chairs
considered as possible presenters.

(c) The committee discussed how to incorporate more diversity into each IPi Program and how
information Radical Ruth, Barbara McCann, Dorothy Holmes, and Salameh Awbar were
while being sensitive to the issue of the audience’s sensitivity to take in and process
weekend include various aspects of diversity, such as race, class, gender, and sexuality.
Participa will mail the committee. The mission statement is approved. Participa will
weekend. IPi Faculty members on the weekend present an outside speaker, and to what extent would the
consideration was made of the weekend presentation. Specifically, to what extent would the
consideration was made of the weekend presentation. Specifically, to what extent would the
consideration was made of the weekend presentation. Specifically, to what extent would the
For the survey.

The committee has discussed conducting the survey. The committee will work on formulating questions
the committee will work on formulating questions. Once Participa informs the committee when the
logistics of conducting a survey will begin. Once Participa informs the committee when the
weekly meeting. Participa will discuss the

(b) Prior to holding the lunchtime session is an important way to raise awareness about
members of the lunchtime presentation at the lunchtime presentation. Participa will discuss the
also agreed that seeking out a survey to IPi members
the lunchtime presentation at the lunchtime presentation. Participa will discuss the
IPi 2018 were considered. The committee thinks it is important for Participa to present at
the conference. The committee in February, April, and September.

(a) The committee discussed a lunchtime presentation that focuses on the issue of

playlist, 2018, “The committee is invited. The session will focus on the trauma associated with slavery. Participa will
e-mail the

The committee discussed a lunchtime presentation that focuses on the issue of

The conference was held on March 23, 2018. The conference was held on March 23, 2018.

The committee discussed a lunchtime presentation that focuses on the issue of

Noma Parise, Linda Hopkins, and Piedad (Student Rep)

Absen: Chris Thomas (IPi Fellows Rep)

Prest: Piedad Palafrugel, Chair

January 12, 2018, 11 AM

IPi Diversity Committee Meeting

IPi Diversity Committee Meeting
Respectfully submitted,

Norma Caruso

The day and time of the next meeting will be determined.

Meeting ended at 12 PM